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Strategies for Managing MIS Projects:
A Transaction Cost Approach

Cynthia M. Beath
Camputers and Infonmation Systems
Graduate School of Management
University of California, Los Angeles
ABSTRACT

There is a growing awareness among MIS scholars and practi-

ti oners that there is not "one best way" to manage MIS
devel opment proj ects. Thi s paper addresses the questions,
"What is the set of strategies from which we can choose?"
and "On what basls shoul d we choose among the strategies?"

The paper turns to the organization theory literature -- in
particular the transaction cost approach -- for guidance in
constructing a model

for proj ect strategy selection. Recent

MIS literature on project management is shown to agree, for
the most part, with the model's recommendations. As an exam-

pl e of how the model can be used to analyze organizational

change, the paper uses the model to review the developments
i n proj ect management strategies impl led by Nol an' s Stage

hypothesis. The paper concludes with some thoughts on avenues for testing the model and on the model's implications
for practice.

INTRODUCTION

How will the success of the project be evaluated?

This paper ls about choosing strategies for managing Management Information Systems devel opment projects.
These projects are carried out by a
project team to create computer soft-

Early MIS literature on project management advocated a single strategy,
characterized by strong leadership by
the MIS department, the use of proj ect

ware which serves some business function for a user.

management tools such as PERT for
planning and controlling, and frequent

When we speak of choosing a strategy
to be used in managing an MIS proj ect
we are thinking of choosing answers to

anal ogies to construction projects.
Recent MIS literature, however, has
advocated a contingency approach to
proj ect strategy selection ; here a

questions such as:

strategy is selected to match various
project "contingencies." The particular strategies and contingencies vary

How will the project resources be

allocated?
What will the planning process be?

from writer to writer.

How

con-

The probl em with the MIS project man-

How will the project be organized?
How will the project be directed?

wrong, but rather that it has little
theoretical foundation. Since MIS pro-

will

the

proj ect

be

trolled?

agement literature is not that it is

staffed?

jects are organizations,
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this paper

turns to the organization theory 1 it-

erature for some guidance in this
area. Specifically, this paper proposes that the transacti on cost per-

spective can provide a theoretical underpinning which can both unify the
contingency literature and illuminate
the changes i n proj ect management approaches impl led by Nol an' s Stage Hypothesis (Nolan, 1973).

The paper begins with

a brief exam-

ination of the recent contingency recommendati ons for MIS proj ects.

The second most frequently cited strategy calls for a shift of more project
responsibilities to the user, so that
MIS and the user become jointly responsi bl e for proj ect outcomes. Mclean
(1979) and Gibson (1982) both call

this strategy "Cooperative," emphasizing the sharing of technical and management responsibilities. The Decision
Support system literature (e.g., Keen
and Scott Morton, 1978) recommends

prototyping (to facilitate user participation in technical design) and de-

cision process studies (to facilitate

MIS

participation
in
functional
design). Mcfarlan (1980) cites the
need for "external
integration," a
binding process

THE MIS CONTINGENCY SCHEMES
Recent

thought

agement

is

on

that

proj ect man-

MIS

there

are

between

MIS

and the

user, to support this strategy.

several

viable MIS proj ect management strate-

With the growth of distributed computing there has been discussion of an
informally organized "user managed"

gies, not just one, and each is appro-

strategy. Here the user performs the

priate under certain ci rcumstances. In

entire project

this view, project strategy shoul d be
matched to characteristics of the project

or

its

context.

Most

theorists

suggest several strategies and a basis
for

selecting

among

them.

However,

neither the strategies suggested nor
the basis for selection is the same in

al so most

the

project

frequently
is

used.

pl anned,

con-

MIS organization, with periodic review
and approval of specifications by the
Mclean

(1979)

the

estrangement

which

through

spec-

--

MIS

building,

the user

Finally,

Gibson

strategy

"Traditional,"

doing

The

calls
calling

Contingency

Dimensions.

On

what

basis is lt suggested that one choose

among

these strategies? The most
common themes center around applica-

the

doing the using.

(1982)

"Sold Toi' stra-

ware manufacturer would.

the distinction between the roles of

parties

In Alter's

in
is

may

(1978) calls it "Built For," accenting

two

control

tegy, MIS takes the initiative in
building the system, much as a soft-

calls this stra-

arise between the user and MIS. Alter
the

repl aces

omitted.

tegy the "Adversary" strategy, emphasizing

trol -- getting the business task done

(1978) a "Forced Upon" strategy,
which user review and approval

trolled, directed, and staffed by the

user.

no responsibility for the outcome of
the "user's project." Functional con-

Strategies without users a re described, too. Gibson (1982) outlines
an "authoritative" strategy, and Alter

most frequently mentioned is probably
Here

(Mclean, 1979; Hammond, 1982). MIS may

ifications and budgets.

The Suggested Strategies. The strategy

the one

including the

offer technical guidance, but it has

--

any case.

effort,

tasks usually carried out by MIS

tion and user characteristics. In the

this

application camp, Mclean (1979) says

to

that one should choose among strate-

mind its venerable position in many

gies depending on whether the applica-

procedure manual s.

tion being developed
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is transaction-

based or in support of management decision making. McFarlan (1980) simi-

(2)
strategies and contingencies,
identifies the contingencies on which

larly bel ieves that application char-

the choice of strategy is based,
(3) distinguishes clearly among

and
the

acteristics are central to strategy
selection, citing size of the project,
the degree of structure to the prob1 em, and the technol ogy to be empl oyed. Probl em compl exity (Hammond,

why we have observed what we have observed about MIS project management
strategy in the past,. it should make

1982) is another application characteristic that receives attention.

useful predictions for future MIS projects, and it should lead to the de-

strategies. The theory. should explain

Gibson (1982) and Alter (1978), on the

vel opment of testabl e hypotheses.

other hand, put their emphasis on user
characteristics, citing user participation, user commitment, the degree of

This paper proposes that the Transaction Cost perspective (e. g., William-

change to the user organization requi red by the new system, and time

son, 1975; Ouchi, 1980; Williamson and
Ouchi, 1981) provides a start toward
such a theory.

pressure to compl ete.
So, whil e there is agreement among
some theorists that the key to choosing among strategies is attention to

application
focus

characteristics,

excl usively

on

user

THE TRANSACTICM COST PERSPECTIVE

others
Cost
transaction
perspective
focuses on organizations as they
engage in economic exchanges or trans-

charac-

The

teristics instead. Overall, this literature provides only a set of untested, one-factor-at-a-time, di recti onal

actions.

propositions. We do not have a comprehensive rationale for the selection of

may be viewed as a transaction between

For exampl e,

an MIS project

any particular strategy, and the list

formation, and software are exchanged.

of potential strategies seems endless.

This perspective holds that the pre-

MIS and a user, where resources,

in-

ferred strategy for managing a transThe Problem

action is that which minimizes the sum

of production costs and transaction
The problem, it is argued here, is not

costs.

so much that the literature is incorrect or contradictory, but rather that
it lacks a unifying theoretical basis.
Most of its suggestions were developed

over and above the costs of production
necessary to make the exchange: in
particular, the costs of negotiating
contracts; and of hiring, training,

"Transaction costs" are costs

by induction, from keen and insightful
observation of the MIS scene. Its arguments refl ect real ities faced by MIS

and assigning empl oyees. As MIS project managers are well aware, these
costs can drastically increase the

managers. But, being grounded in observation rather than theory, this

cost of developing a system.

literature is not likely to suggest

Coase

strategies which have not been used.
Further, without a theoretical concept
of how strategies and contingencies
relate to each other, it cannot tell
us precisely on what the choice of

that transaction costs affected firm

(1937)

behavior.

was the first to argue

Williamson

(1975)

combined

Coase's basic framework with literature from economics and organization
theory to show that certain transac-

What is needed is a theory which (1)

tion characteristics woul d cause markets to fall and be replaced by hlerarchies. Ouchi (1980) extended Wil-

expl ai ns

liamson's

strategy depends.

the

relationship

between
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work,

arguing

that

some

,

are

transactions

governed

best

required
control

by

cl ans.

to

strategy
According

to

Williamson

and

establ ish,

the transaction.
is

monitor,

and

The market

the

considered

least

el aborate, and the cl an strategy, the

Ouchi

most elaborate.

(1981), the choice of strategy for exchanging goods and services is determined by ( 1) the amount of uncertai nty

In a market transactions are mediated

in the transaction,

of the transaction, and (3) the amount
investment
transaction-specific
of

by prices (frequently attached to external contracts). The presence of a
competitive market reduces opportu-

which must be made to produce the good
or service. Typically, MIS projects

nities for establishing an advantageous position and thereby reassures

(2) the frequency

have varying amounts of uncertainty,

both parties that the terms of ex-

frequency (duration or size of the
project), and transaction-specific investment (mostly in the two-way exchange of skills between user and ana-

change are fair. A market transaction
is controlled by monitoring compliance
with the contract and by competitive
pressures. In a bureaucracy transac-

lyst).

tions are mediated as much as possible

Williamson

(1975)

by rul es and procedures, and then by

argues that the

referral

reason uncertainty and frequency are
probl ematic for organizations is that

through the legitimate au-

thori ty of a hierarchy. An empl oyment
contract controls, to some extent, the
exerci se of sel f- i nterest. The empl oy-

they increase the vul nerability of the
organization to two human weaknesses

ment contract further permits transac-

-bounded
rationality and sel finterest or opportunism. That is, the
more uncertain the transaction, the
more likely that bounded rationality
will precl ude the achievement of fair-

tions to be controlled through explicit auditing. In a cl an transactions

ness; and the more frequently (or, for

minimize

are mediated primarily by traditions,
and al so by referral to tradlti onal
authority. Common values and beliefs

MIS projects, the 1 onger the period of
time over which) an uncertain transac-

tion is carried out, the more opportu-

More elaborate strategies, while more
powerful, are more costly to establish
and maintain. Furthenmore, the ln-

other. Williamson says that the combination of task uncertainty and the
potential for opportunism leads to

creased

Infor"information
impactedness."
mation may be "impacted" either be-

information

is

not

willingly

the more

must be matched to the amount of information impactedness in the transac-

more easily disguised; when dependence

tion.

is great, strategic behavior is more
if unpredictable,

of

difficult to detect and control . To
minimize transaction costs, strategy

uncertainty is great, opportuni sm is
which,

interdependence

elaborate strategies may create congestion, and the absence of explicit
control s may make subgoal pursuits

shared or because information is lacking. Moreover, either difficulty is
theorized to increase the other. When

likely,

behavior.

1980).

nities there will be for one party to
establ 1 sh an un fai r advantage over the

cause

opportunistic

Transactions are controlled by achieving a union of obj ectives (Ouchi,

in-

creases uncertainty.

The

following

section

presents

the

bureaucracy,

and

The transaction cost perspective holds

basic concepts of·the Transaction Cost
perspective -- information impacted-

that as information impactedness increases, more elaborate strategies are

cl an strategies; and the relationship

ness;
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the

market,

due to an absence of information and

in MIS terms, as

between these two

due

uncertal nty

a model for selecting strategies.

to

strategic

eliminate

to

1,nabil ity

an

(called

behavior

"dependence" above) .

A TRANSACTION OOST MODEL FOR MIS
PROJ ECT MANAGEMENT

Typical sources of the first type of
uncertai nty are the proj ect obj ectives
(e. g., thel r compl exi ty, lack of

The model for choosing MIS project
proposed here

management strategies

(a

arranges three project strategies

structure,

or

technology

to be applied

and

the

(e.g.,

its

newness to the organization or the industry). From the transaction cost

market-type, a bureaucracy-type, and a
cl an-type) al ong a dimension called

perspective, the key issue ls project

"Uncertainty," which captures the essence of information impactedness. The

idiosyncracies, or the degree to which
is

required

which

will

be

market-type and bureaucracy-type stra-

learning

tegies have been renamed. In the case

useful only in the context of the cur-

of the market-ty pe strategy, the name
"Arms-length" is chosen to embrace

to master an esoteric systems analysis

and

Internal

both

external

rent project. That is, requi rl ng users

technique increases uncertainty more
than requi ring them to learn a skill
which they can see will have long term

market

strategies, where prices are used to

guide decision making, but real com-

rel evance to thel r careers.

petition may or may not exist to help

govern transactions. For the bureaucracy-type strategy the name "Matrix"

The most common sources of uncertainty
due to strategic behavior are the parties to the transaction: users,· MIS
management, upper management, and so
forth. For MIS projects, strategic behavlor seems most 1 ikely when there 1 s
1 ack of commitment to proj ect goal s or

serves to remind that straight hierarchical control is not typical for

MIS projects.
The model is summarized in Figure 1.

resistance to changes in policy, work-

Uncertainty

flow, organization culture, etc.

The dimension al ong which the strateLarger,

gles are arranged is labeled "Uncer-

common

that

because

tai nty"

name

in

the

is

its

dimension

embraces

tially

most

1 onger

more

proj ects

uncertain

are

due

poten-

to both

MIS

literature.

ty pes of uncertainty, as they provide
more opportunities for compl exities

both

uncertainty

and strategic behavior to interact.

Like information impactedness,

If the uncertainty
a project faces is:
The preferred

project management
strategy is:

'

instability)

this

Low

Medium

High

Arms-length
(Market-type)

Matrix
(Bureaucracy-type)

Clan

Figure 1. A Transaction Cost Model for MIS Project
Management Strategy Sel ection
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(Clan-type)

In summary, a project would have low
uncertainty if, for exampl e, the project requi rements were cl ear, the
technology to be applied was familiar,

buffer between MIS and the user. Cost
estimates are used to guide decisions.

Explicit, formal control methods pre-

dominate, with emphasis on ful fillment

and the user was supportive of the
proj ect.

of the specification. Project budgets
track MIS-controll ed costs only; users

A moderately uncertai n pro-

ject might be one which required project-specific learning or substantial

may

organizati onal changes. And, a 1 arge
project requi ring extensive project-

of cost figures are not combined. Projects are managed and controlled by

specific learning and with weak user
support would likely have high uncer-

MIS. Team members are from MIS; they
have career paths that are controlled
by and limited to MIS. When this stra-

or may

not track thei r rel ated

costs, but at any length, the two sets

tai nty.

tegy 15 used by an MIS group and a
user within one organization '(an in-

The Strategies

ternal market situation) decisions are

up

the

hierarchy,

Table 1 summarizes the strategies.

sel dom

The Arms-length Strategy. The market-

either because the referral path is
unclear, or because the higher author-

type strategy in the model

ity lacks relevant expertise.

i s cal 1 ed

referred

the Arms-length strategy to emphasize
The Cl an Strategy. The cl an-type strategy is called the Clan strategy to
emphasize its most important aspect --

the two-party, anm's length nature of

the rel ationship which
its

use.

A formal

its

associated

resul ts from

specification and

price-tag act

as

a

the traditions or common world-view

Table 1. The Three Strategies Summarized

CHARACTERISTIC

ARMS-LENGTH

MATRIX

CLAN

MIS

MIS and User

User

Based on cost

Bureaucratically

User discretion

estimates

administered

Project plans prepared
by.

Funds allocation

Projects directed by

MIS

MIS and User

User

Projects staffed by

MIS

MIS and User

User

Projects located in

MIS

MIS area (technical

User area

phases)/User area
(other phases)

Decisions based on

Prices

Rules

Shared values and beliefs

Projects controlled

Explicitly, formally

Formally/informally

Implicitly, informally

Projects evaluated on

Time and budget

Use

User satisfaction

performance to

'

specification
Evaluation tlme

Short run

Medium run

horizon
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Long run

level of uncertainty a proj ect faces
permits the project to reach thei r
goals with a minimum of transaction
costs. That is, the project achieves a

which make implicit control possible.
A key aspect of this strategy is its
than
two-party
rather
one-party
nature. The relative lack of di ffer-

combination of effectiveness and efficiency, of goal accomplishment and

entiation between technical and funcroles is seen in the common
tional
of

transaction cost minimization. Togeth-

the team members. Shared understanding

er these result in user satisfaction,
the most common criterion of good MIS

skills,

world-views

and

language

of the envi ronment and the job to be
perfonned permits control to be in»

proj ect

are

managed

and ease of use. On the other hand,
slve

and

side expertise may be used in a con-

from

RECONSIDERED

requi res formal

In this section we compare the model
and the contingency recommendations
for

hierarchy in which referral can work,
but unlike the Cl an strategy the
Matrix strategy does not have a common

MIS

proj ect management

reviewed

earlier (see Table 2). We ask: can the
strategies

suggested

in this litera-

ture be cl assified as Arms-length,
Matrix, or Clan? Are the strategies so

worl d-view on which to bulld implicit

Instead, control is both
formal, through a specification review
and approval process or prototyping
process, and informal, through extensive training and socialization car-

control.

cl assi f ied recommended for ci rcumstan-

ces likely to be of low, moderate, and
high uncertainty, respectively, as the
model suggests?

ried out in both MIS and user groups.

The Adversary, Formal Pl anning and
Control, Buil t For, Sol d To, and Tra-

Decisions are made with consideration
given to both project cost esti mates

ditional Strategies are seen to be
Arms-length strategies. MIS and user

and an understanding of the functional
requi rements of the system. Projects
are managed by both the user and MIS,
using dual reporting relationships and
The most

result

THE CONTINGENCY RECOMMENDATIONS

pl anni ng and control. Like the Cl an
strategy, the Matrix strategy has a

systems.

to

adequate strategy.

The bureaucracy-

type strategy is called the Matrix
strategy to emphasize the dual control
that is characteristic of this strategy. Like the Arms-length strategy,

accounting

considered

pursuit of subgoals, from using an in-

sul ti ng mode.

the Matrix strategy

is

using an overly elaborate strategy,
and project failure or uncontrolled

controlled by the user, although out-

The Matrix Strategy.

of

the impression that costs were exces-

hierarchy to which decisions· can be
Proj ects

Completion

tisfaction, as are low operating costs

ness requi rements. In contrast to the
Arms-1 ength str ategy, the Cl an has a
referred.

performance.

on time and within budget is
generally believed to enhance user saProj ects

plicit and informal. Decisions are
made based on knowledge of the busi-

roles are distinctly defined, with the
specification (or its equivalent)
acting as a buffer between the two.

crucial

Expl icit,

formal

control s are a key

ingredients of the Matrix strategy are
those which bridge the gap between MIS
and the user.

characteristic of this strategy for
every author.

The Relationship Between Uncertainty
and Strategy

This strategy type is universally rec-

ommended

for

situations

our

model

woul d cl assi fy as low uncertainty:
structured problems, known technol ogy,

using a project management strategy suited to the
According to the model,

high
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user

commitment,

few

organ-

Table 2. Recent Contingency Recommendations for Project Management
STRATEGIES

RELEVANT CONTINGENCIES

Arms-length Strategies
Adversary (Mclean, 1979)

Transaction-based systems

Formal Planning and Control
(McFarlan, 1980)

Highly structured systems,

difficulties limited to the
technology area
Users committed to the project
few organizational changes
anticipated

Built For, Sold To
(Alter, 1978)
Traditional (Gibson, 1982)

Matrix Strategies
Cooperative (Mclean, 1979)

Systems in support of management

Cooperative (Gibson, 1982)

Lack of user commitment,
large organizational changes

anticipated

Ekternal Integration
(McFarlan, 1980)

Unstructured systems,

large projects
Unstructured systems

Decision Support Systems
(Keen and Scott Morton,
1978)

Clan Strategies
End-user programming

Straightforward·applications

(Mclean, 1980)
User-managed projects
(Hammond, 1982)

Low complexity situations,
small projects

Other Strategies
Authoritative (Gibson, 1982)
Forced Upon (Alter, 1978)

Time pressure to complete

Uncooperative user

izational changes. In other words,
both the model and the MIS literature
view the Arms-length strategy as the

to the user. But, overall, the user's
increased responsibil ity for project
outcomes is cl ear.
A regui rements

most effective one for low uncertainty

specification of some type is usually
recommended, frequently in the form of

situations.

a prototype system. Technical literacy, for the user, and an understanding of the decision or business function to be supported, for MIS, are
considered
prerequisites
for
this

The "Cooperative" strategy and the

other
strategies
which
re-mix
sponsibillties
are most like the
Matrix strategy. Dual control is cited

by all authors, although the particular distribution of roles varies some-

strategy.

what. In particul ar, the project director rol e may be assigned to MIS or

This strategy is recommended in the
MIS literature for situations which
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our model

would classify as moderate

lack of struc-

either Arms-1 ength, Matr i x, or Cl an
strategies. For exampl e, there are two

ture, lack of user commitment, large

strategies in which the user does not

changes to the user organization. In
contrast to our model, the MIS litera-

participate in the project ("Authoritative," in Gibson,
1982; "Forced

ture does not always 11 mit the purported effectiveness of this strategy to

Upon," in Alter, 1978). Gibson recommends this strategy when time pressure

situations of moderate uncertainty.
However, the MIS literature does recognize that some projects are too un-

that it is used when the user is uncooperative. In both cases it seems

certain to be doable under any (known)
strategy, and this could be taken to
be an implicit limitation to the po-

that there is no transaction between
MIS and the non-participating user.
lacking an underlying transaction, we

tential effectiveness of this strategy. In summary, the MIS literature

cannot categorize these strategies in
terms of the model.

or

high

uncertainty:

and the model

to compl ete i s great, and Alter notes

agree in recommending

the Matrix strategy for situations of

In summary, the MIS 1 iterature and the

moderate uncertainty. They tend to
disagree as uncertainty becomes high,
with the MIS literature seeming to

model seem to be in agreement on the
use of an Arms-length strategy in slt-

recommend

the model
strategy.

uations of low uncertainty and the use

where

of a Matrix strategy in situations of

would recommend the Clan

moderate uncertainty. Only the high
uncertainty case seems to be subject
to different expectations in the MIS

the

Matrix

strategy

literature

The most striking difference between
the model and the literature is with

and

the

model

proposed

gies. These strategies are most like a

The transaction cost model

proposed

Clan strategy; with MIS out of the

here seems to provide a useful organ-

picture,
there
exists
sufficient
"shared val ues and objectives" to sup-

izing principle for current thinking
on MIS project management. It expl ai ns

port implicit control. But rather than

the link between strategies and pro-

here.

respect to the user-managed strate-

ject characteristics. It says that
successf ul compl etion of a proj ect requi res the use of a strategy which is
elaborate enough to insure that the
project goal s will be reached, but not

bel ng a strategy which is considered
to be effective for high uncertainty
projects, the MIS 1 iterature regards
this strategy as a way of off-loading

simpl e, rel atively certal n projects
(report generation and inquiries, for

so excessively elaborate as to incur

example). The model would suggest that

unnecessary transaction costs.

a Clan strategy would have a much more
valuable potential in unstructured,

But this has been static view of the

compl ex,

situa-

proposed model. In the next section we

tions. While this discrepancy is po-

will investigate its potential for dy-

tentially

namic analysis.

pol itically

charged

researchabl e,

we note here

that the absence of a link between the

Cl an strategy and high uncertainty in

the MIS literature may stem from a
narrow view of the MIS department as

THE TRANSACTION COST MODEL AND
THE STAGE HYPOTHESIS

the legitimate interpreter of technol-

ogy for the user.

In this section we look at how the

model can inform our understanding of
how
proj ect management
changed during the late

There are a few strategi es recommended
which we have not categorized as
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strategies
19605 and

early 19705,

as described in Nolan's

1 evel of uncertainty prevailed? What
strategy was used? What level of suc-

Stage Hypothesis papers (Nolan, 1973;

Gibson and Nolan, 1974; Nolan, 1979).

cess was experienced? (Table 3 summar-

Analysis of organizational change has

1zes the results.) Descriptive mater-

been a central issue in the transaction cost literature, notably in Wil-

lal from the Nolan '(1973, 1979) and
Gibson and Nolan (1974) articles on

1 iamson's analysis of markets "fail-

the Stage Hypothesis will

ing" (that is, changing) into hierarchies (Williamson, 1975). In general
the notion is that changes in the

develop

evaluations

be used to

of

uncertainty,

strategy, and performance typical for
each stage. Uncertainty estimates will

1 evel of information impactedness will

be based on the portfolio objectives,

be accompanied by changes in strategy,
if the level of success is to remain
the same.

the technological environment, and the
user's attitudes. Key characteristics
of the strategies are: for Armslength, the presence of formal con-

In this tradition we will use the
model to take a somewhat specul ative,
but, we hope, interesti ng 1 ook at the
changes in MIS project management
strategies implied by the first four

trol s based on written specifications;
for Matrix, dual control by MIS and

the user, supported by written docu-

mentation and cross-social ization; and
for Cl an, the use of informal, im-

stages in Nolan's Stage Hypothesis.

plicit

The fundamental working assumption is

controls,

values

that Nolan' s description of what tran-

and

dence

is

failure,

Support

for

this

on

based
views.

common

ferformance

will be inferred primarily from evi-

spired in the typical MIS organization

correct.

world

as-

sumption may be found in the warm re-

of

user

satisfaction.

uncontrolled

Project

pursuit

of

subgoal s, and excessive project costs

ception Nolan's articles received from
many practitioners.

will be considered indications of poor
performance.

We w111 review Nolan's original four

Staae I: The Early Clan Years. In the
early 19605 many companies began .to

stages,

askl ng

at

each

stage:

What

Table 3. Project Management and Nolan's First Four Stages

STAGE

WHAT LEVEL OF
UNCERTAINTY?

WHAT STRATEGY?

Stage I

High

Clan

Good

Stage II

Moderate/Low

Clan

Poor

Stage III

Low

Market

Good

Stage III
(late)

Moderate

Market

Poor

Stage IV

Moderate

Matrix

Good

(early)

WHAT LEVEL OF

SUCCESS?
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use

increase

computers to

ciency

of

those

business

effi-

easier to write and debug. User com-

functions

mittment was insured by the prospects

the

which processed 1 arge amounts of data.
As there was no computer department
yet, these projects were carried out

cal areas" (Nolan, 1973, p. 403).

by members of the user department. The

Despite the shift of locus to the com-

uncertainty of these early proj ects
was typically very high: project goal s
were undocumented, the technical environment was totally new, and the organizational changes that accompanied

puter department, projects conti nued
to use a Clan strategy. Nol an says
"the need for emphasis on planning

the first systems were monumental.

terized

of "impressive cost savings in cleri-

tasks is still not recognized" (1973,
p. 403) . Project management is charac-

as

implicit,

informal,

unpl anned, even "more 1 ax" than Stage

The

Initiation

stage

project

man-

I (Nolan, 1979, p.117).

agement strategy was most 1 i ke a cl an
strategy. Gibson and Nolan say that
during this period project control s
were "notably lacking" (1974, p.79) ,

With a mismatch of cl an strategy and
moderate or low uncertainty the model
predicts poor performance due to ex-

but, in a detailed case study, Mann
and Williams (1960) demonstrate that

cessive costs and undetected pursuit

control was simply implicit and infor-

the

compl aints

II.

Around 1970

of

mal, relying mostly on the goodwill of

subgoals.

Ultimately,

levied

those

against

were

Stage

(coinciding with a

the empl oyees and their commitment to
and understanding of organization

downturn in the economy)

many organ-

goa 1 s.

"discovered" that MIS budgets had been

What 1 evel of success was experienced?

increasing exponentially for several
years. Their new systems were suddenly
too expensive. The problem of subgoal

izations abruptly and restrospectively

Overall, these early proj ects were re-

pursuit arose as more and more project

markably successful. The evidence for

demand for additional automation that

decisions were made in the new computer department. According to Gibson

Despite
disruptive
followed.
the
impact of computing, "the managerial
tendency is commitment to computing
(Nolan, 1973, p. 402).

and Nolan, project sel ection during
this stage exhibited "a preference for
those
proj ects
which
offer
the
greatest
professional
challenge"

this

is

primarily

in

the

flurry

of

(1974, p. 81).

In summary, the experience of Stage I,
Initiation, conforms to the predictions of the model: a. situation of
high uncertainty

In summary, during Stage II the uncertainty of the projects declined, but

is successfully man-

the strategy being used did not adapt,
resulting in the perception that costs

aged using a clan strategy.
.Stage

II:_ Uncontrolled

Growth.

had been excessive and that the MIS

The

demand for computing soared. A com-

staff could not be relied on to pursue

puter department was formed,

organization goal s without guidance.

kicking

off what Nolan calls Stage II, Contaglon. During this stage the uncertainty

of the

projects declined.

Early Stage III: Using the Arms-length
Strategy. The organization reacted in
Stage III by changing to an Arms-

On

the second or third accounting application, for exampl e, data control and
user i nterf ace features coul d be du-

length strategy. Key to the new approach was the use of specifications,

plicated from system to system. The
introduction of COBOL made programs

which the user would review and approve. Specifications and change con-
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trol

resource" (Gibson and Nol an, 1974, p.

procedures made it theoretically

possible to fix responsibility
proj ect

outcomes.

The

proj ect

for

84).

team,

staffed and directed by MIS, was expected to ful fill

Stage IV: Matrix for Maturity. Atten-

the specification,

tion turned to the project management
strategy. Suddenly, what had seemed to
be the i deal strategy was seen as "i n-

on time and within budget. User participation in the project was restricted

to activities that were separately

appropriately strong control s" (Gibson
and Nol an, 1974, p.84) , an "overreaction" (Nolan, 1973, p. 403). The solution was to change the project man-

budgeted and controlled.
Wh i l e the proj ect

sl ate of

Stage

II

may have had a mix of moderate and low

agement strategy to accommodate addi-

uncertainty projects, the projects un-

tional uncertainty. The Stage IV pro-

dertaken in the early parts of Stage

ject

III were of 1 ow uncertal nty. The specification process itself tended to

control

strategy

described

by

Nol an isa Matrix strategy. Control is
loosened, but not eliminated. Systems

eliminate projects which could not be

are decentral ized to the
user, increasing the analysts' identification with user goal s. Chargeback
and other project coordination tool s
analysts

reduced to documentation. Moratoriums
on MIS budget i ncreases sl owed the introduction of new technology and reduced the user community to only the

most highly commited.

are modified to permit the technically
competent user to participate as an

As the model predicts, using the Armslength strategy in this low uncer-

equal partner i n control of projects.

tainty situation ended the crisis at-

According to the model, changing to a

mosphere

under

which

Stage

started. Confidence was restored.

III

Matrix strategy shoul d sol ve the un-

derutil ization problem. In fact, Nol an
says that users "perceive real val ue"
in Stage IV applications. Their enthuslasm, in fact, "creates DP expendi-

Late Stage III: The Perils of Success.

With
increasing confidence,
users
began tackling "revenue-producing and

ture

decision-maki ng projects" (Gibson and
Nol an, 1974, p. 84). These projects

growth

rates

that

may

be

re-

miniscent of those in stage 2," a sure
sign of success (Nolan, 1979, p. 120).

are generally considered much less
amenable to specification (Garry and
Scott Morton, 1971), and the swelling

Concl usions About the Stage Hvpothesis. It appears that the model proposed here offers a different logic

network of systems drew in uncommit-

ted, even hostil e, users. At the same
time, the technol ogical envi ronment

for the changes in MIS proj ect man-

expanded to include online processing

agement strategies observed by Nolan.

and database systems. In sum, the un-

Whereas the Nol an expl anation for
these events implies an inevitable,
fixed sequence of successes and fall ures before full success ("Maturity")
is possible, the model proposed here

certainty of the typical
creased markedly.

The

Arms-length

project in-

strategy,

however,

continued in force. As the model would

says simply that success and failure

predict,
problems arose.
Des i rabl e
projects did not get off the ground;
they were smothered in specification

are rel ated to the matching of project

re-writes

the adaptations that Nolan observed.
But perhaps the sequence of adaptations could have been different, or

or

strategy and uncertainty. It 1 s possible that only failure could motivate

over-simplified to the

point of impotence. The resul t is "un-

derutilization of the potential of the
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over the long term. Hence, we would
expect to find, if the hypothesis of
this paper is correct, that as MIS or-

could be different for today's MIS organizations.

ganizations
attempted
projects
of
varying uncertainty they would even-

CONCLUSION

a transaction cost-based model offers

tually discover and retain the three
proj ect management forms described
here. That this occurs is repeatedly

a new expl anation for the observations
typically associated with the Stage
Hypothesis and is in general agreement

inferred in the contingency literature
reviewed in this paper. Attempts to
confi rm that the three forms occur na-

with the most recent recommendations

turally in MIS organizations may be

made for MIS project management. The
model appears to provide a theoretical

clouded by the as yet rel atively short
life span of the typical MIS organ-

basis for understanding the MIS project management experience, whether
viewed through history or through the
observations of current MIS practice.

ization (that is, behaviors may not
have elaborated and stabilized around

In this brief review we have seen that

the optimal) and by the myth surround-

ing the Arms-length strategy. The idea
that an Arms-length strategy is re-

qui red for MIS proj ects i s very strong

Implications .for Research. That the
model can offer some explanations for
observations made by MIS theorists

the presence of other strategies. Des-

does not, however, constitute strong
ev i dence of the val i di ty of the model .

establish

Empirical validation is needed. Unfor-

exist and can be identified seems the

tunatel y, rel iabl e, val idated measures

most worthwhil e first step toward the
validation of the model proposed here.

among MIS practitioners and may mask

pite these difficulties, an attempt to

of MIS project performance and uncertainty do not exist, much less reliabl e,

validated

methods

of

that

Implications

distin-

the

for

three

Policy.

strategies

In

the

future, as MIS expertise becomes more
pervasive, and as the technology becomes more accessible, we can expect

guishing among strategies.

While measurement of the performance
of MIS projects receives considerable
attention in the MIS literature (see,
King and Rodriguez,
for
exampl e,

to see more situations in which a Clan
strategy can be viably applied. For
computer
exampl e,
with
increased

1978), considerations of the issue of

awareness, users may be able to com-

measuring uncertainty are few. McFarlan (1980) suggests a scale for measuring project risk which co-mingles
el ements of the uncertai nty a project
faces with attri butes of the strategies sel ected to deal with that uncertainty. Such a scale may be useful for
practitioners who wish to assess thei r
residual risk, but it is unsuitable

pl ete the i niti al

here.

needs formal controls for any reason,

phase of a proj ect

on their own, choosing among a multipl icity of incompatible features and
criteria,
arrivi ng
at
completion
thi ngs which al most no one can real ly
do for them. An important caveat is in
order, however: whenever a project

team needs outside expertise to be
responsible for resul ts,

or when

it

the Cl an strategy is not appropriate.

A more intriguing task might be to determine whether or not the th ree project management strategies hypothesized here are used in today's MIS or-

The model also suggests that MIS
should take every opportunity to
reduce uncertainty enough so that the

ganizations. Presumably, organizations
can be expected to behave optimally

Arms-length strategy can be used,
by
either by purchasing software,
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turning programming phases over to a

sented at the Computers and Infor-

(frequently less expensive) software
services company, or simply reducing

mation Systems Associates Lecture,
Graduate School
of Management,

the scope of a project. But the caveat
here is that when we do this we must

UCLA, March 5, 1982.
Gibson, C. F. and Nol an, R. L. "Managing

be absolutely sure that we have considered all the sources of uncer-

the Four Stages of El)P Growth,"
Harvard Business Review, Volume 52,

tai nty, particul arly those rel ated to

Number

organizational change and the subtle

1,

January-February

1974,

pp. 76-88.

effects of sel f-interest.

Gorry, G. A. and Scott Morton, M. S. "A

for

Framework

Management

Infor-

Because of the caveats on the use of

mation Systems, "

the Clan and the Arms-length stratethe need to be sure one has a

Review, Volume 13, Number 1, Fall
1971, pp. 55-69.

Clan on the one hand, and the need to
be sure one has low uncertai nty on the
other -- it appears that, given imperfect knowledge, the Matrix strategy
might be our most cost effective

Hammond, L. W. "Management Consideration for an Information Center,"
IBM Svstems Journal, Vol ume 21,
Number 2, 1982, pp. 131-161.

gies

choice.

There are risks:

if uncer-

tegy. And, we need to treat the
ceptable

organization

izational Perspective, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts, 1978.
Ki ng, W. R. and Rodriguez, J. I. "Eval uating Management Information Systems,!' MIS Quarterly, Vol ume 2,
Number 3, September 1978, pp. · 4251.
Mann, F. C. and Williams, L.K. "Observations on the Dynamics of a

Change

ele-

to

Processing

as ac-

behaviors

Management

Keen, P. G. W. and Scott Morton, M. S.
Decision Support Systems: An Organ-

tainty is actually low, the project is
likely to cost more than it would have
with the Arms-length strategy;if uncertai nty is actually high, the project may falter. In any case, we need
to improve our abilities to use the
Matrix strategy. We need to cl arify
the distinction between the Anmslength strategy and the Matrix straments of the Matrix strategy

Sloan

Electronic

Data-

Equipment, " Administra-

tion Science Quarterly, Volume 5,

and

structures, not just part of some suc-

Number 2, September 1960, pp. 217-

cessful
project manager's personal
style. With computer awareness expanding at an exponential rate, users are
increasingly capable of sharing technical responsibilities. Our job is to
learn how to share that responsibility

256.
McFarl an, F.W. "Portfol io Approach to

Information Systems," Harvard Business Review, Vol ume 59, Number 4,
July-August 1981, pp. 142-150.
Mclean, E. R. "End Users as Appl icati on

Developers," MIS Quarterly, Volume

'

with them.

3, Number 4, December 1979, pp. 37-
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